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Abstract 
In 1986 Marcy Barge showed that the full attracting sets of maps similar to Smale’s horseshoe 
map are homeomorphic to inverse limits of the unit interval. Recently, the author extended Barge’s 
results to a more general class of maps of the plane. In this paper we show that similar maps of 
the annulus and the solid torus have full attracting sets which are homeomorphic to inverse limits 
of cirles. 
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1. Introduction 
In [ 1,4], it is shown that certain maps of IR* have full attracting sets which are home- 
omorphic to inverse limits of the unit interval with a single bonding map. Furthermore, 
the restriction of these maps to their full attracting sets are topologically conjugate to the 
shift map on the associated inverse limit space. The homeomorphisms studied in those 
papers are similar to Smale’s famous horseshoe map. In this paper, we show that certain 
annulus maps and maps of the solid torus have full attracting sets which are inverse 
limits of the unit circle and that these maps restriced to their full attracting sets are 
topologically conjugate to the shift homeomorphism on the inverse limit space. In [ 51 
it is shown that annulus maps of the type studied in this paper appear in the Poincart 
map for the forced Van der Pol equation, ~2 + c$( x).k + EX = bp( t) . 
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2. Annulus maps and inverse limits of circles 
Let S’ denote the unit circle and B* the unit ball in IX*. If z and w are two points 
of S’, let Iz - WI be the usual Euclidean distance between them. Next, let e : IR + 
S’ be defined by e(t) = e2nit. If z and w are distinct points of S’, then z. < w if 
e-’ (z ) n [ 0,l) < e-I (w) n [ 0,l) . Let [z, w] denote the arc in S’ which runs from z 
to w in a counterclockwise direction and (z, w) denote [z, w] - {z, w}. 
Iff:S’-+S1,letf”:lR -+ R denote the lift of f so that p(O) E [ 0,l). If J is 
an interval of S’, let 1 denote e-’ (J) f’ [ 0,l). We say that f : S’ -+ S’ is increasing 
(decreasing) on an interval J if f is increasing (decreasing) on J. Similarly, we say 
that f is strictly increasing (decreasing) on / if f” is strictly increasing (decreasing) on 
.i. 
If {fdzl is a sequence of maps of S’ into S’, let 
(S’,fn)={(z~,zl,...):z,,~S1 and fn(in+l)=zn,n=O,l,...} 
be the inverse limit space with bonding maps fn and topology induced by the metric 
~~~zo,zl,...),~~o.wl,. ..)) =g ~z,;“Wn~. 
n=o 
For n = O,l,. .., define 7rTT, : (S’, f,,) ----f S’ by ~,((zc,zl,... )) = zn. It is often the 
case that we wish to consider inverse limit spaces with a single bonding map f, i.e., 
fn=f forn=O,l,.... Let (S’ , f > denote such an inverse limit space. In this case, the 
map .?: (s’,f) + (s’,f> defined by f((x~,xl,...)) = (f(xo),f(xl),f(xd,...) = 
(f(xo),~o9xl,*..) is referred to as the shift homeomorphism on (S’, f). 
Let B = {b. = b,+l < bl < ... < b,} be a finite subset of S’ and Q : 
(0, 1, . . . , m} -+ (0, 1, . . . , m}. We say that g : S’ + S’ follows Q if for each j, 
0 < j < m, g(bj) = becj,, g( [bj, bj+l]) # S’, and g is either increasing or decreasing 
on [ bj, bj+l ] . If g is strictly increasing or decreasing on each [ bj, bj+l 1, we say that 
g strictly follows Q. Note that for any given B and Q there may be many maps of 
S’ which (strictly) follow Q, depending on the orientation of g on each component of 
S’ - B. 
Next, let A be the annulus S’ x I and T : A + S’ projection onto the first coordinate. 
Let B and Q be as described above. For each j, 0 < j 6 m, let y be a closed connected 
neighborhood of bj such that if i # j, then E n L$ = 8. Let Ua, U1, . . . , V,,, be the 
components of S’ - Uy* Vj, Dj = Vj x I, and Ej = Uj x I. Define a continuous map 
p : S’ + S’ as follows: p( &) = bj and p maps ZJj homeomorphically onto (bj, bj+l ). 
Let P : A -+ S’ be defined by P = p o TT. If F is a map of A into itself, define 
Fo: S’ --f S’ by Fe(z) =ro F(z,O). 
Now suppose that F : A ---f A is a homeomorphism of A and Q : (0, 1, . . . , m} -+ 
{O,l,... , m} so that F satisfies the following conditions (see Fig. 1) : 
(i) F(P-‘(P(z))) c P-‘(P(F(z))) for all z E A, 
(ii) F(Dj) C DQ(j), 0 < j < m, 
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Fig. 1. 
(iii) Fa is either strictly increasing or decreasing on Uj and Fa( Uj> # S’, 0 < j < m, 
(iv) diam(Fk(P-‘(P(z)))) -+ 0 uniformly in z as k ----f 0;). 
If F is such a homeomorphism of A, we say that F follows Q and denote the 
intersection of the forward images of F by A,c = ng, Fk( A). We refer to AF as the 
full attracting set of F. 
The following is the main theorem of this paper. 
Theorem 2.1. If F : A -+ A follows Q, then F is topologically conjugate to p : 
(S’ , f) -+ (S' , f) where f follows Q. Furthermore, AF is homeomorphic to (S' , g) 
where g strictly follows Q. 
The proof of this theorem relies on the following two results concerning inverse limits 
of circles. These results are similar to Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 proved in [4] for interval 
maps. 
Lemma 2.2. Let {fn}zl and {g,,}z, be sequences of subjective self-maps of S’. Sup- 
pose that B = { bo = b,,,+l < bl < . . . < b,,} is a finite subset of S’ such that for each 
n E N and each j, 0 < j < m, fn( [ bj, bj+l]) = gn( [ bj, bj+l]), fn and g, are both 
one-to-one on [bj,bj+l], fn(bj) = gn(bj), and fn and g,, are both invariant on B. 
Then (S’ , fn ) is homeomorphic to (S’ , g,). 
Proof. We will show that if (za, zt , . . .> E (S’, fn) then there exists a unique point 
(WO,Wl,...) in (S’, g,) such that wu = zu and w, E [bj, bj+l] if and only if z,, E 
[bi,bj+l]. Then we can define C#J : (S’, fn) -+ (S’,g,) by setting +((z~,zi,...)) 
equal to this unique point of (S’, 8,). To complete the proof of the lemma we show 
that C$ is one-to-one, onto, and continuous. 
Let (ZOJl,. . .) be an element of (S’, fn). Inductively define a nested sequence 
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{C?,,}EF of closed, nonempty subsets of (S’,g”) with the following properties: if 
(wo,w,. ..) E Qn, then wo = ~0, and w E [bj,bj+i] if and only if zi E [bj,bj+l] 
for 0 G i 6 n. Let Qo = ?ri’ (LO) C (S’ ,gn). Then Qa is closed and nonempty. Now 
suppose Qll c Q,_, c . . . C Qo satisfy the above properties. Define Qn+t as follows: 
let (wo,w,. . .> be an element of Q,, [ bj(,), b’ ,(n)+l] an interval which contains w, 
and zn, and Lbi(n+l), bj(,+l)+~l an interval which contains zn+t. Then f,,(zntl) is an 
element of [ bj(n), bj(n)+ll so that fR( [b. I(n+~)~bj(.+l)+ll) n [bj(,),bj(“)+ll + 8. Also, 
fn is invariant on B, SO fn([bj(.+l),bj(,+l)+ll) = [bk,,bk21, where bk, and bkz are 
elements of B. Thus [bj(n), bj(n)+ll C fn([bj(,+l),bj(,+l)+ll) or [bj(n),bj(,)+ll n 
fn([bj(n+l),bj(n+1)+11) = {z,}. If [bj(n),bj(,)+ll C fn([bj(,+l),bj(n+l)+ll>, then 
[bj(n)rbj(n)+ll C gn([bj(,+l),bj(n+l)+ll) and so W, E gn([bj(,+l),bj(,+,)+ll). Thus, 
there exists wn+l E [bj(,+l)vbj(,+l)+l] such that g,(w”+t) = w,. In this case, set 
Q n+l = 77;;, (Wn+l) C (S’,gn). If [bj(n),bj(n)+ll n fn([bj(n+l),bj(n+l)+ll) = {Zn}, 
then z,, = bj(n) or zn = bj(n+l) and w, = zn. Let W,+I = zn+l and Q,,+l = rr;+t,(w,,+i) c 
(S* ,g,). Obviously Qn+i is closed and nonempty and it is easy to check that Qn+t c Q”. 
Since each Q,, is closed and nonempty, and the sets Qa, Qt , . . . are nested, it follows 
that there exists (wa, WI, . . .) E n Q,. Suppose that (~6, w{ , . . .) is another point of 
n Qn. Let i be the first coordinate so that wi # wi. Then i > 0 since WA = w. = zo. Also, 
wi and W: are both elements of some interval [ bj, bj+l ] and gi_1 (wi) = gi_1 (wf) = wi_t . 
But this contradicts the fact that gi_ 1 is one-to-one on [ bj, bj+l ] . Therefore there is only 
one point in nQn. Thus we define q5 : (S’,f,,) ---f (S1,gn) by letting 4((za,zt,...)) 
be the unique point ( WO, WI,. . .) E (S’,g,) such that zu = wa and zn E [ bj, bj+l ] if 
and only if w, E [bj,bj+l]. 
The same conslruction shows that given a point ( WO, ~1,. . .) E (S’ , g,) we can find 
a unique point ( ZO, zt, . . .> E (S’,fn> such that ze = ~0, and zn E [bj,bj+l] if and 
only if W, E [ bj, bj+l ] . It follows that 4 is one-to-one and onto. 
To show that 4 is continuous, let (~0, zl , . . .) E (S’, fn), ( wo, wl,. . .) = 
4( (~0, ~1,. . .)), and L be the minimum of the diameters of the intervals [ bj, bj+l 1. 
Given E > 0, choose N so that cz, l/2” < e/2. For each n E N and j between 0 
and m, g;’ : gn( [ bj, bj+l ] ) + [ bj, bj+l ] is a homeomorphism since gn] [ bj, bj+l ] is 
one-to-one. From now on, let g’, denote g;’ : g,([bj,bj+l]) + [bj,bj+l]. Note that 
if W,+I E [bj,bj+l], then w,+t = &i(w,,). Next, for each i, 0 ,< i ,< N+ 1, define 
Li as follows: if zi E B, let Li = L. If zi +! B, then zi E (bj, bj+l). In this case, let 
Li = min{ ]zi - bjl, Izi - bj+l I}. Note that if Izi - zll < Li then zi and z( both lie in some 
interval [ bj, bj+l ] . 
AS we noted above, gk_, : gN_l([bj,bj+l]) + [ bj, bj+l ] is a homeomorphism. 
Thus, for each j, 1 6 j < m, we may choose a$_, so that if w and w’ are elements 
of gN-l([bjtbj+lI) with 1~ - w’( < @i_,, then I$i_I(w> - $.!_,(w’>l < &/(2N). 
kt 8N_] = min{6k_1,. . . ,6:_,}. Similarly, for each j, 1 < j < m - 1, choose Sk_, 
SO that if w and w’ are elements of g,v-T( [ bj, bj+l]) with ]w - w’l < 8i_2, then 
I&_*(w) - A-&‘)I < min{a/(2N), SN-I}. Let SN-2 = min{6h_2,. . . , c~G_~}. 
Continue in this way to choose 8N-(ifi) so that if w and w’ are elements of 
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SN-i([bj,bj+ll), O< j <m- 1, with /W-W’/ < 6N-i7 then I~~_i(W) -gfi_i(~‘)I < 
min{&/(2N),6N-(i_l)}. Thus we obtain &,6t,. . . ,6N__l such that if w and w’ are ele- 
mentsofgi([bj,bj+t]) withlw-w’l < 6i, then Id(w)--d(w’)j <min{&+t,e/(2N)}. 
Finally let S = min{&,&,Lt/2,.. .Lh1+1/2~+‘,&/(2N)}. Now suppose that 
k&z:, . . .) is an element of (S’,fn) and that d((z~,zl,... ),(7&z/...)) < 6. Let 
(w&w:,.. .) denote q5((z$,zt’. . .>>. Since d((zo,zt,. . .),(z,j,z,‘. . .)) < S < Li/2’ for 
0 < i < N + 1, it follows that Izi - z/l < Li for 0 < i < N + 1. Therefore, there exists 
[ bj(i), bj(i,+l] such that zi and Z/ are both elements of [ bj(i), bjci)+l 1. This implies that 
wi and WI are both elements of [bj(i), bjci)+l]. 
We now show inductively that ]wi -WI 1 < tin{&, c/( 2N)) for 0 < i < N. This is true 
for i = 0 since zc = 4 and wo = WA, and Izo-~] < S < min{&,e/(2N)}. Now suppose 
that ]wi - w~I < min{Si,e/(2N)}. Let [b, (1+1), bj(i+l)+l] be an interval which contains 
Wi+t and w:+,. Then wi and WI are elements of gi([bj(i+l,,bjci+l)+l]). Furthermore, 
]wi - $1 < 6i by the induction hypothesis, so ]d(wi) - d(wi)J < min{6i+t,e/(2N)}. 
But gi’(wi) = wi+t and g,‘(wj) = w;+, . Therefore Iwi+l - wi+tl < min{&+t,.s/(2N)}. It 
follows that 
d((wo,w*,. . .), (w(g&. . .>> = c 
i=N 
N-l 
Thus q!~ is continuous, and this completes the proof of the lemma. 0 
Lemma2.3.Letf:S1~S1,B={b~=b,+~<b~<~~~<b,}~S1,andCbea 
subset of S’ which has a finite number of nondegenerate components. Suppose that f, 
B, and C satisfy the following conditions: 
(a) f is constant on each component of C, 
(b) f is one-to-one on each component of S’ - C, 
(c) f I [ bj, bj+l ] is increasing or decreasing and f ( [ bjv bj+l ] ) f S’, 0 < j < m, 
(d) f(B) c B, 
(e) B c C and B intersects each component of C in at most one point. 
If g is a map of S’ into itself with g(bj) = f (bj) for bj E B, g( [bj, bj+l 1) = 
f ( [ bj, bj+l ] ) and g is one-to-one on [ bj, bj+l ] for each j, 0 6 j < m, then (S’, f) is 
homeomolphic to (S’ , g). 
Proof. Let CO, C2, . . ., C, be the components of C. For each i, 0 6 i < r, let {C: 
be a sequence of closed intervals of S’ which satisfy the following conditions: 
(1) Ci C int(Cj+l) C int(Ci), 
(2) Cf n Cy = 0 if i # j, 
(3) Cl!’ -+ Ci uniformly in the Hausdorf metric topology, as n + 00. 
Let { fn},z, be a sequence of maps of S’ with the following properties: 
(4) If x E (S’ - &,C/> U B, then f,,(x) = f(x), 
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Fig. 2 
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(5) fn (x) is one-to-one on each component of Cl” - B, 0 6 i < r. 
The graphs of f and fn are pictured in Fig. 2. 
It IS not hard to check that fn + f uniformly as n -+ m. Thus it follows from 
Theorem 3 of [2] that (S’, f) is homeomorphic to (S’, fnk) where {fn,}z, is a 
subsequence of {fn}E,. Thus it suffices to show that (S’, fn,) is homeomorphic to 
(S’,g>. To accomplish this, for each k E N, let gk = g. We check that {fnk}g,, {gk}&, 
and B satisfy the conditions of Lemma 2.2. First, suppose bj E B. Then by (4), 
fnt (bi) = f( bj) and f( 6j) = g( bj) by assumption. Thus fn, (bj) = g( bj) and the maps 
f,,, and g are all invariant on B since f is invariant on B. Condition (4) also implies 
that for each j, 0 < j 6 m, fnl-([bjvbj+ll) = f<[bj,bj+l]) and f([bj,bj+l]) = 
g( [bj, bj+l]) by definition of g. Therefore, fnL( [ bj, bj+l]) = g( [ bj, bj+l]). Finally, 
combining (b), (c) , (4), and (5), we see that frill is one-to-one on [ bj, bj+l ] for each 
j, and g is one-to-one on these intervals by definition. Thus {fnk}gl, {gk}g,, and B 
satisfy the conditions of Lemma 2.2, and so (S’, f,,,) is homeomorphic to (I, g). q 
In addition to these two lemmas, we need the following theorem from [5]. 
Theorem 2.4. Let X be a continuum, S an upper semicontinuous decomposition of X, G 
the associated decomposition space, F : X -+ X a map which preserves elements of the 
decomposition, and P : X --f G the decomposition map dejined by P(x) = g if and only 
if x E g. If f : G -+ G is defined by f(x) = P(F(P-l(x))), then Fin:, F&(X) is 
semiconjugate to p : (G, f) -+ (G, f ). Furthermore, if diam( Fk(ga)) -+ 0 uniformly 
in g, E C7, then Fin:, Fk(X) is conjugate to f : (G, f) --$ (G, f). 
We can now prove Theorem 2.1. Suppose that Q : (0, 1, . . . , m} -+ (0, 1, . . . , m} and 
that FQ : A -+ A follows Q. Let G = {P-‘(z):z E S’}. Then G is an upper semi- 
continuous decomposition of A with decomposition space S’. Furthermore, condition 
(i) in the definition of FQ guarantees that F preserves elements of the decomposition. 
Thus we may define fe : S’ -+ S’ by fe( x) = P(F,(P-l(x))). The graph of fe for 
Q = ( 1,3,2,0) is pictured in Fig. 3 ( FQ is pictured in Fig. 1) . 
Since diam(Fk(P-‘(P(z)))) + 0 uniformly in z as k + 00, we may invoke 
Theorem 2.4 and conclude that Fl& is topologically conjugate to j$ : (s’, fQ> -+ 
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(Sl,f~). It is a straightforward check that fQ follows Q. 
Next, we use Lemma 2.3 to show that (S’, fQ) is homeomorphic to (S’, g) where 
‘ll 
Fig. 3. 
g strictly follows Q. To this end, let B = {bo < bl < . . . < b,} and let C = 
U& P( Fi’ (Dj n FQ (A) ) ) . Then f~, B, and C satifsy the conditions of Lemma 
2.3. Therefore (I, fQ) is homeomorphic to (Z,g) where g( bj) = fQ( bj) for bj E B, 
g( [ bj, bj+l ] ) = fQ ( [ bj, bj+l ] ), and g is either strictly increasing or decreasing on 
[bj,bj+t]. Also, 
fQ(bj) =P(FQ(P-‘(bj))) =P(FQ(Dj)) C p(DQ(j)) =bQ(j). 
It fOllOws that g( bj) = fQ (bj) = bQ<j, and SO g fOllOWS Q. 
3. Maps of the solid torus and inverse limits of circles 
If (S’, f) can be embedded in the plane, then 1 deg( f) 1 6 1 [6, Proposition 11. 
Therefore, if F : A + A follows Q, and nQ is homeomorphic to (S’ , f), then it must 
be the case that 1 deg(f) 1 < 1 since Lip is obviously a plane continuum. There are, 
however, maps which have full attracting sets which are inverse limits of circles where 
the bonding map has degree greater than one. Well-known examples of such maps are 
the solenoids defined on the solid torus, T = S’ x B2. If F : T --) T is a map so that AF 
is a solenoid, then FJA,v is conjugate to p : (S’, f) + (S’, f), where f(z) = z”. See 
[ 3, pp.201-2081 and [ 71 for discussions of solenoids and inverse limits. 
In this section we define what it means for a map F : T + T to follow Q, and show 
that if T follows Q, then FIEF is conjugate to p : (S’, f) -+ (S’, f) where f follows 
Q. In this case it is not necessary that ( deg(f) 1 < 1. 
Let ?r : T = S’ x B2 --f S’ be projection onto the first coordinate. Let B = {bo = 
b,,,+, < b, < ‘.. <b,}beafinitesubsetofS’andQ:{O,l,..., m}-+{O,l,..., m}. 
Foreachj=O,l,... , m, let l$ be a closed connected neighborhood of bj such that if 
i # j, then xfly = 8. Let Uc,Ut ,... , U, be the components of S’ - Ui”, y. Let 
Dj = 6 x B2 and Ej = Uj x B2. Define p : S’ -+ S’ as follows: p( C;) = bj and p 
maps Uj homeomorphically onto (bj, bj+l ). Let P : T -+ S’ be defined by P = p o W. 
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Suppose 0 is the origin in R2 and thus the center of B2. If F is a map of T into itself, 
define FO : S’ -+ S’ by Fo(z) =ro F(z,O). 
Now suppose that F : T + T is a homeomorphism of T and Q : (0, 1, . . . , n} -+ 
{O, 1,. . . , m} so that F satisfies the following conditions: 
(i) F(P-‘(P(t))) c P-‘(P(F(t))) for all t E T, 
(ii) F(Dj) C De(j), 0 <j < m, 
(iii) FO is either strictly increasing or decreasing on Vj and Fa( Vi) # S’, 0 < j 6 m, 
(iv) diam(Fk(Pel(P(t)))) -+ 0 uniformly in t as k -+ 00. 
If F is such a homeomorphism of T, we say that F follows Q. The proof of the following 
theorem is identical to the proof of Theorem 2.1. 
Theorem 3.1. If F : T + T follows Q, then F is topologically conjugate to p : 
(S’ , f) -+ (S’ , f) where f follows Q. Furthermore, AF is homeomolphic to (S’ , g) 
where g strictly follows Q. 
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